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Biyani Girls B.Ed College is one of the most prominent prestigious
teacher education institutes in Rajasthan. The main vision of the
institution is to empower women by imparting quality education
emphasizing on human and cultural value and developing creative
professional leaders with positive attitude. Biyani Girls B.Ed College
located in the heart of Jaipur city is the cynosure of the people around.
The Infrastructure of this college is Avant-Garde. Institution has
dedicated faculty who open the doors for the students but
simultaneously grooming them to enter it by themselves.
We mentor our students to sharpen their intelligence and enable them to
accomplish their aspirations simultaneously we instill in them a positive
value system that shapes their attitude Outlook

and conduct ,that

provide a strong foundation for them to tackle the challenges of life
through our brainstorming sessions and life skill training program
OORJA. We encourage our bright students to exhibit exemplary
behaviour even outside the college.
The distinctiveness of this college is its publications. Conference BICON,
proceedings are published every year in the form of souvenirs for the
department of education which contains articles and research papers of
eminent speakers and research scholars of Biyani International
Conference it provide a platform to the researchers to showcase their
research work as well as register themselves as a part of the most
prestigious INDO JAPAN intellectual and academic meet. The success
story of Kalpana Chawala an annual publication, is a complete

handbook on the life history of Kalpana Chawala it is an inspiring book
for young students and includes their pictures and facts about Kalpana’s
life
Think-Tank is an exclusive publication of the institution. It is a concept
based study material prepared by expert faculty members of the
respective departments and is provided to the students it is based on
sample question answer pattern with add- ons like MCQ ,case studies
and assignments
A monthly newspaper Biyani Times is published regularly having
circulation of More than 30 thousand copies across India and it contains
updated information about the word and spreads positivity and
enthusiasm .It is good medium of mirroring detailed happenings across
the globe.
PEP personality enhancement program is another distinctiveness of the
college.PEP is essential and integral part of curriculum followed at
Biyani Girls B.Ed college .It is conducted throughout the year of the
overall enhancement of the personality of the students. Eminent
professionals and speakers were invited to interact with the students
.The emphasis is laid on soft skills to improve the professional and
personal competence of the students. The wide array and assortments of
topics chosen for PEP sessions are range from developing a positive
attitude ,table manners , teaching skills, teaching ethics, Interview skills,
group discussions, life skills , presentation skills ,etc.

